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The Many Shades of Negativity
Zhigang Ma, Xiaojun Chang, Yi Yang, Nicu Sebe, Senior Member, IEEE, and Alexander G. Hauptmann

Abstract—Complex event detection has been progressively
researched in recent years for the broad interest of video indexing
and retrieval. To fulfill the purpose of event detection, one needs
to train a classifier using both positive and negative examples.
Current classifier training treats the negative videos as equally
negative. However, we notice that many negative videos resemble
the positive videos in different degrees. Intuitively, we may capture
more informative cues from the negative videos if we assign them
fine-grained labels, thus benefiting the classifier learning. Aiming
for this, we use a statistical method on both the positive and
negative examples to get the decisive attributes of a specific event.
Based on these decisive attributes, we assign the fine-grained
labels to negative examples to treat them differently for more
effective exploitation. The resulting fine-grained labels may be
not optimal to capture the discriminative cues from the negative
videos. Hence, we propose to jointly optimize the fine-grained labels
with the classifier learning, which brings mutual reciprocality.
Meanwhile, the labels of positive examples are supposed to remain
unchanged. We thus additionally introduce a constraint for this
purpose. On the other hand, the state-of-the-art deep convolutional
neural network features are leveraged in our approach for event
detection to further boost the performance. Extensive experiments
on the challenging TRECVID MED 2014 dataset have validated
the efficacy of our proposed approach.
Index Terms—Attribute representation, attribute selection,
complex event detection, selective fine-grained labeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
IDEO collections have been proliferating with the advance
of social media. To effectively manage these videos, one
needs video content analysis that is essentially a task of abstracting the semantics of multimedia data. This procedure is realized
by bridging the semantic gap between the low-level features and
the high-level descriptions [1], [2].
Earlier work of video analysis focused primarily on surveillance videos, sports videos and etc. [3]–[6]. To be more specific,
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video content detection is one of the tasks of video analysis by
identifying the occurrence of a class of interest from a set of infinite classes. As it is impossible to know all the infinite classes
during the training process, building up a discriminative classifying hyperplane is difficult, which in turn makes detection
a challenging task. Detection is closely related to many realworld applications. For example, when a user submits a query
of parkour to Youtube, the media portal actually detects this
from its tremendous video archives and provides the user with
the results. Video content detection has evolved from detecting simple objects (e.g. car), scenes (e.g. indoor and outdoor)
or human actions (e.g. running) to more meaningful complex
events such as parkour in recent years. Complex events are
higher level descriptions of multimedia data which build upon
necessary objects, scenes and human actions. For example, the
event parkour includes several attributes such as people, outdoor, building, and running, jumping, etc. These attributes are
the semantic concepts of objects, scenes and human actions.
Detection of these complex events is formidably difficult as
they contain many objects, various actions, multiple scenes and
have significant intra-class variations. Additionally, they usually take place in much longer video clips where many frames
can be uninformative so it is unlikely to infer an event with
a single image or a few video frames. As it is practically appealing, researchers have been making great effort on complex
event detection. Some work is focused on how to improve the
low-level features whereas some work targets the detector learning algorithms. On the other hand, semantic based learning has
proved to be promising among which Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) based methods have shown impressive
performance for complex event detection [7]–[10].
As mentioned above, the research on complex event detection includes several directions. In this paper, we particularly
focus on the learning process of event detector by exploring
fine-grained labeling. Existing detector learning algorithms on
complex event detection all treat negative examples equally, as
far as we know. Given a closer look, however, we would find
out that negative videos actually have different degrees of “negativity”. To better illustrate our argument, we give an example
using the event Grooming an animal in Fig. 1. We can see that
the first negative video, which is Harlem Shake, is quite clear
to be negative. In contrast, it is very difficult to differentiate the
second negative video representing Massaging an animal from
the positive one. We find many common attributes between this
video and the positive video such as animal and hand (object),
touching (action). The last negative video is also ambiguous as
it has animal and hand but does not look exactly like Grooming
an animal. In fact, it is about A day in the life of a cute dog. As
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reality better than the one in [7] as positive examples are
usually carefully collected.
4) The state-of-the-art DCNN features are used for evaluation in the experiments showing that the performance can
be further boosted, which is desirable in practice.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, the state of the art on complex event detection
is reviewed and we also give a general introduction of visual
attributes for different applications.
A. Complex Event Detection

Fig. 1. Example showing that negative videos for an event are not equally
negative.

suggested by the example in Fig. 1, negative videos for an event
are not equally negative. Some are definitely negative so using
0 as their labels during the classifier learning is precise. Some
have positive attributes so assigning them labels with different
values between 1 and 0, a.k.a. fine-grained labels in this paper,
may better characterize them. But manually assigning the finegrained labels is laborious, subjective and possibly not accurate
enough. Hence, we study how to adaptively assign fine-grained
labels to negative videos, extracting more discriminating information for event detector learning.
As mentioned before, the fine-grained labels of negative examples depend on the amount of positive attributes they have.
Hence, our approach first represents complex event videos with
a variety of attributes. Then we learn a decisive attribute set
to evaluate the “negativity” of the negative videos and initialize the fine-grained labels accordingly. The initial fine-grained
labels are then integrated into the classifier learning, which
at the same optimizes the fine-grained labels adaptively. As
the two components are tightly coupled, mutual benefit is
attained.
This paper is the extension of our previous work [7]. The
main contributions of our work are as follows:
1) Based on the insights of [7] we leverage attributes to
evaluate the negativity of the negative examples. We show
that combining multiple sources of attributes is a more
efficient way for evaluation in comparison to the approach
in [7] that exploits each attribute source separately.
2) We boost the performance of complex event detection
by adaptively assigning fine-grained labels to negative
examples. The new formulation in this paper is much
faster than our previous formulation in [7], as will be
demonstrated in the experiments.
3) Our new formulation is enhanced by a constraint on the
labels of the positive training examples, which regulates
that the labels of positive examples are minimally changed
when optimizing the fine-grained labels for the negative
examples. This property makes our formulation match the

Complex event detection is an emerging research issue. Compared to abnormality or sports event detection, complex events
usually involve multiple people, objects and scenes in much
longer videos with huge intra-class variations. Yet due to its
much interest to users in real life, researchers have been making
a lot of effort to improve the detection accuracy [11]. In general,
this problem has been tackled in different ways. From the basic level, a variety of features have been developed for complex
event detection. A new representation that captures the temporal
dynamics of windowed mid-level concept detectors is proposed
in [12]. Lai et al. propose to represent each video as multiple
instances defined as video segments of different temporal intervals and learn an instance-level event detection model [13].
On the other hand, semantic based representation has also been
shown to be promising for complex event detection. Ye et al.
build a large-scale event-specific concept library that is used
as a mid-level representation of complex events in videos [14].
Habibian et al. propose to learn an embedding from videos and
their descriptions by combining correlated term labels to improve complex event detection [15]. In line with the popularity
of DCNN features in computer vision community, several researchers also apply this technique to complex event detection.
For instance, Xu et al. have proposed a novel DCNN framework
that shows the state-of-the-art performance for complex event
detection [16].
On top of various features, SVM is the main learning tool
for event detection [16]–[18]. On the other hand, some other
learning algorithms have been proposed to tackle complex event
detection from different angles. Vahdat et al. propose to model
a video using both global and segment-level features and define
a multiple kernel learning latent SVM to integrate different
feature types [8]. Lai et al. propose to represent each video
as multiple instances, defined as video segments of different
temporal intervals, and learn an instance-level event detection
model [13]. Transfer learning has been exploited by Ma et al.
for complex event detection when there are only few positive
examples [10].
Though various learning algorithms have contributed to complex event detection in different ways, they overlook the possibility of further boosting the performance by utilizing negative
examples in a different manner, i.e., treating them differently. In
this paper, we dwell in the usage of negative examples, which
is an extension of our previous work [7]. Complex events usually happen in long video clips. The negative examples may
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Fig. 2.

Our framework for complex event detection.

resemble the positive examples in many frames, which justifies
fine-grained labels that reflect the different degrees of “negativity” of negative examples. We therefore propose to uncover extra
informative cues from the fine-grained labels to boost the complex event detection performance. It is worth mentioning that
the proposed approach in this paper has two major differences
from our former approach. On one hand, the newly proposed approach is much more efficient than our previous method. On the
other hand, we re-designed our algorithm by introducing a constraint on the labels of the positive training examples so that the
labels of positive examples were not optimized, which is more
reasonable. This is a more advanced feature of our algorithm
compared to the previous version.
B. Semantic Representation
Complex event detection, as a higher-level of video analysis,
could benefit from semantic concepts, which has been proved
by recent work.
Essentially, using semantic concepts for complex event detection is to learn semantic representation of event videos via
a large corpus of concepts covering object, scene and action.
A multitude of approaches have been proposed for such purpose and they all seem promising for better performance gain.
Merler et al. have introduced semantic model vectors that are
learned with many semantic classifiers, each being an ensemble
of SVM models trained from thousands of labeled web images,
as an intermediate level semantic representation for complex
event detection [19]. Habibian et al. study how to create an effective vocabulary for complex event detection by considering
the number, type, specificity and quality of the concept detectors [20]. Ye et al. build a large-scale event-specific concept
library that is used as a mid-level representation of complex
events in videos [14].
Inspired by the promising results on complex event detection
with proper exploitation of semantic concepts and the high availability from public resources, e.g., UCF101 [21], we propose to

treat the semantic concepts of these data as attributes and learn
the attribute representations of complex events. The attribute
representations can be exploited to evaluate the “negativity” of
negative examples, resulting in the fine-grained labels.
III. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Fig. 2 demonstrates our framework for complex event detection using Grooming an animal as an example. We briefly
introduce each step of our approach as follows and leave the
details in the next section.
Step 1: We leverage other multimedia sources related to
objects, scenes (e.g., some concepts defined in TRECVID
Semantic Indexing Task) and actions to train the attribute representations of the event videos. We propose to use multi-source
attributes, in other words, multiple datasets as our attribute
sources. Technically, binary linear SVM is used for training
concept detectors based on these external sources. Then we
apply all the concept detectors on the event videos to obtain the
confidence scores as the attribute representation.
Step 2: For a specific event, some attributes are particularly
indicative while others may be not. Therefore, we select and
leverage these indicative attributes to evaluate the “negativity”
of negative examples.
Step 3: We represent both the positive and negative videos
with the indicative attributes. Among these indicative attributes,
we learn a decisive attribute set which is decisive enough to
evaluate the “negativity” of negative examples. Specifically, we
calculate the distances of the negative examples to the positive
ones based on the decisive attribute set. The initial fined-grained
labels are then allocated from 0 to 1 w.r.t. the distances.
Step 4: Multiple visual features can be extracted from the
videos and be combined with the indicative attributes based
representation. Nonlinear mapping such as full rank principal
component analysis [22] can be further adopted for its efficacy
for video analysis. In this work, we extract the deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) feature and use vlfeat to generate
the VLAD representation as the nonlinear mapping.
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Fig. 4. Example showing that a few of the indicative attributes would be
decisive enough for evaluating the “negativity” of negative videos.
Fig. 3. Example showing that indicative attributes for an event should have
consistently higher values. Attributes with small differences, e.g., fur, are indicative while those with big differences, e.g., album, are not.

following objective function for attribute selection:
min
S

Step 5: We jointly optimize the classifier and the initial finegrained labels. As the labels for positive examples should be
consistent with the ground truth, we apply a constraint on
the fine-grained labels. The optimized fine-grained labels help
us attain extra useful information for learning a more robust
classifier.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we detail how to initialize fine-grained labels, how to adaptively optimize them, and how to obtain the
classifier.
The first step is to evaluate the “negativity” of the negative
examples. We realize it by utilizing visual attributes, i.e., representing event videos by visual attributes that are semantic
concepts of objects, scenes and human actions. A specific event
is usually characterized by several indicative attributes which
are capable of differentiating this event from others. Hence, if
a negative example has low “negativity” the negative example should also have many of these indicative attributes. Inspired by this, we seek to discover the indicative attributes of
an event followed by assessing the “negativity” of the negative
examples.
What attributes are indicative for a specific event? Suppose we
n
have np positive examples Ap = [a1p , a2p , ..., ap p ] ∈ Rd a t t r ×n p
represented by attributes. The indicative attributes should be
those who have consistently higher values over all the positive
examples. Let us see an exemplar event Grooming an animal
in Fig. 3. The indicative attributes for this event could be animal, fur, hand, etc. which are very informative. Consequently,
all the positive examples would have consistently higher values on these attributes. There are also some attributes that are
not relevant to the event, e.g., photo and floor in the example and they would show large variance among positive examples.
The observation fromFig. 3 indicates thatif we calcunp
np
1
i T
j
j
late (a i ,a jp )∈A p (aip − n1p
i=1 ap ) (ap − n p
j =1 ap ), the
p
dimensions corresponding to the indicative attributes should
have lower values (ideally close to zero). Meanwhile, we define an attribute selection matrix S ∈ Rd a t t r ×n p that is supposed
to be sparse for selecting the indicative attributes by finding
the homogenous pattern across all data. Thus, we propose the

T r(S T Ap HATp S) + λ S2,1

s.t. S T S = I
(1)


n
p
1
i T
j
where Ap HATp = (a i ,a jp )∈A p (aip − n1p
i=1 ap ) (ap − n p
p
n p j
j =1 ap ), ·2,1 is the 2,1 -norm, H is a centering matrix and
λ is a parameter. The solution of the above function is similar
to the optimization approach proposed in [23]. The attained S
is event specific but the same for all videos of one same event.
The following procedure is performed to select the indicative
attributes using S. We calculate the 2 norm of each row of S
to get a vector of size dattr corresponding to all attributes. A
threshold of 10−3 is set and we get the indices of those elements
in the vector that are larger than the threshold. The indices
point to the attributes to be selected. If more than two thirds of
indices are obtained we double the threshold and regenerate the
indices. The above procedure is iterated until no more than two
thirds of indices are obtained. The attributes corresponding to
these indices are the indicative attributes and we use them to
represent the videos. Then we evaluate the “negativity” of the
negative examples. We again take the event Grooming an animal
as an example to demonstrate our idea. In Fig. 4, the indicative
attributes for Grooming an animal are animal, fur, water, hand,
scrub, indoor and etc. The negative video Massaging a horse as
shown on the right is similar to the positive video. Only a few
attributes such as animal, fur, hand and scrub existing in the
negative video make it look like Grooming an animal whereas
other attributes, e.g., water and indoor are not important.
In light of this, we learn a decisive attribute set from the
indicative attributes. The decisive attribute set is used for evaluating the “negativity” of the negative examples. Suppose k
attributes are considered to be decisive. We sort the indicative
attributes of the negative videos and select the top k attributes.
Next we need to initialize the fine-grained labels for the negative
examples. We formulate our strategy based on the fact that negative examples are not equally negative. For instance, suppose
animal and hand are the decisive attributes for Grooming an animal. The two negative examples in Fig. 5 both have these two
attributes. However, the first video looks very much like Grooming an animal but we can judge more easily that the second one
is not Grooming an animal. Hence, to reflect such differences,
we calculate the distances between negative examples and positive examples which are represented by the k-decisive attributes.
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Fig. 5. Example showing that the negative examples have different “negativity” even if they have the same decisive attributes.

Specifically, the Euclidean distance between a negative example
and all positive examples is computed and averaged. Once we
get the disparate distance of all negative examples to positive examples, we can assign fine-grained labels to negative examples,
e.g., 0, 0.1,...,0.9. Technically, we sort the negative examples
based on the distance in a descending order. The sorted negative examples are partitioned into 10 groups with the first group
labeled as 0, the second group as 0.1 until the last group as
0.9. Higher value indicates that they have lower “negativity,”
in other words, they resemble positive examples more. Remind
that we use attributes from multiple datasets to represent the
event videos, for which we need to integrate the fine-grained
labels calculated from each dataset. Considering ease of implementation, we average the fine-grained labels from different
dataset. Combining the resulted labels and the labels of positive
examples (all ones), we get the initial fine-grained labels and
denote them as g.
However, the initial fine-grained labels may be not accurate
enough to reflect the “negativity” of negative examples. As a
robust classifier depends on the label information, we consider
adaptively optimizing the fine-grained labels together with the
classifier learning. Consequently, they are mutually beneficial
for achieving a better classifier as well as more accurate finegrained labels. We denote the adaptively assigned fine-grained
labels as f and propose to jointly optimize f and the classifier w
based on the feature representation denoted by X̃. X̃ is obtained
as follows. We first extract DCNN features of the training data
and then apply the nonlinear mapping (VLAD) to generate the
representation which is subsequently fused with the semantic
attribute representation.
On the other hand, there is no point to adaptively change
the labels of the positive examples. Hence, we should keep the
labels of the positive examples as close to their ground truth as
possible when optimizing the fine-grained labels for the negative
examples. We introduce a selection matrix U whose diagonal
element Uii = ∞ if X̃i indicates a positive example and Uii = 1
otherwise. By integrating the aforementioned constraint with
the learning of f and classifier w, we arrive at the following
objective function:

2




min (X̃ T w − p)  f  + αT r (p − y)T U (p − y)
w ,p,f

2

+ β w22 + γ f − g22 .

(2)

In (2), α, β and γ are regularization parameters and β w22
is added to avoid over-fitting; p denote the predicted labels; 

is the Hadamard operator. For two matrices U and V with the
same dimensions, the Hadamard product of them is give by
(U  V )i,j = (U )i,j (V )i,j .
In the above function, the first term makes the optimization of
w, p and f mutually influential and the second term guarantees
that f does not deviate drastically from g initialized by our
labeling strategy. The joint optimization enables us to add extra
useful information from fine-grained labels to the classifier w.
Our regression model adaptively optimizes the labels for negative examples but considers that those for positive examples
should be consistent with the ground truth. Thus, we name it
Selective Fine-grained Labeling Regression (SFLR).
V. OPTIMIZATION
We propose an alternating approach to solve (2).
1) Fixing f to optimize w and p:
By defining a diagonal matrix D whose diagonal elements
Dii = f i , the problem in (2) converts to

2




min D(X̃ T w − p) + αT r (p − y)T U (p − y)
2

w ,p

+ β w22 + γ f − g22 .

(3)

By setting the derivative of (4) w.r.t. w to 0, we have
w = (X̃D2 X T + βI)−1 X̃D2 p = K X̃D2 p

(4)

where Id ∈ Rd×d is an identity matrix and K = (X̃D2 X̃ T +
βId )−1 . Substituting (5) into (4) and setting its derivative w.r.t.
p to 0, we have
p = αJU y
2

2

(5)

where J = ((D X̃ K X̃ −In )D (X̃ K X̃D −In ) + αU )−1
and In ∈ Rn ×n is an identity matrix.
2) Fixing w and p to optimize f :
The problem equals to
2



(6)
min (X̃ T w − p)  f  + γ f − g22 .
T

T

2

2

f

1

Denoting X w − p = [z , ..., z ] , we define a diagonal matrix Q with its diagonal elements Qii = z i . In this way, we can
rewrite (7) as
T

n T

min Qf 22 + γ f − g22 .
f

(7)

By setting the derivative of (8) w.r.t. f to 0, we obtain
f = γ(Q2 + γIn )−1 g.

(8)

Next, we propose Algorithm 1 to solve the objective function in (2). It can be proved by that the objective function value
monotonically decreases in each iteration until convergence using Algorithm 1. See appendix for details. The computational
complexity is discussed as follows. For training, the most complex part of Algorithm 1 is optimizing w, p and f , i.e., solving
(5), (6) and (9). We can do it by solving linear equations, which
results in O(d2 ) for updating w; O(n2 ) for updating p; and
O(n2 ) for updating f . Thus, the complexity is O(max(d, n)2 ).
During testing, the prediction is a linear process. Suppose there
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above and the state-of-the-art DCNN features introduced in [16].
The following is the detailed procedure of how we extract the
DCNN features. Following [16], we extract the DCNN features
based on the network architecture released by [30], i.e., the
configuration with 19 weight layers. In our work, we extracted
the features from the activation of the last pooling layer, the
first and second fully-connected layers, which are denoted as
pool5, fc6 and fc7 respectively. We sample every five frames
in the videos and follow the pre-processing of [31], [32] on
DCNN descriptor extraction. We extract the features from the
center crop only. DCNN descriptors are extracted using Caffe
with the publicly available model [30], and we utilize vlfeat to
generate the VLAD representation. We first apply PCA with
whitening on the -2 normalized DCNN descriptors. After that,
we utilize 256 components for VLAD as common choices. PCA
projections and centers in K-means for VLAD are learned from
approximately 256,000 sampled frames in the training set.
B. Settings
are nte testing videos, we need dnte multiplications with the
complexity of O(dnte ).
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we test the performance of our method on
complex event detection by comparing it to several state-of-theart classification approaches.
A. Datasets
The TRECVID MED’14 (MED14) [24] dataset is used in our
experiments. MED14 has 20 complex events which are: Bike
trick, Cleaning an appliance, Dog show, Giving directions, Marriage proposal, Renovating a home, Rock climbing, Town hall
meeting, Winning race without a vehicle, Working on a metal
crafts project, Beekeeping, Wedding shower, Non-motorized vehicle repair, Fixing a musical instrument, Horse riding competition, Felling a tree, Parking a vehicle, Playing fetch, Tailgating,
Tuning a musical instrument (E021-E040). Standard partitions
for training and testing are provided. The training set comprises
100 positive examples and 5,002 negative examples per event.
The testing set consists of 23,953 videos.
To measure the “negativity” of the negative examples, we
need to represent the videos with semantic concepts, for which
we use the following datasets: TRECVID 2014 semantic indexing task (SIN14) dataset (346 concepts) [25], the Google sports
dataset (Sports) (478 concepts) [26], the UCF101 dataset (101
concepts) [21], the Do It Yourself (DIY) dataset (1601 concepts) [27] and the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons (YFCC)
dataset (609 concepts) [28]. Technically, for each concept from
these sources, we represent the data by improved dense trajectories [29] and use binary SVM to train the concept detector. Then
we apply all the concept detectors on the MED videos represented also by improved dense trajectories to get the prediction
scores as the semantic representation.
When learning the event detector using our algorithm SFLR,
we use two types of feature: the semantic features mentioned

To show the advantage of the proposed method, we primarily
compare it to the state-of-the-art results in [16]. The comparison is based on the VLAD representation of the three DCNN
features combined with semantic attribute representation. The
three DCNN features are pooling layer, fc6 layer and fc7 layer.
Linear SVM is used as the baseline. On the other hand, we apply
SVM on the semantic attribute representation only to get additional detection results. Furthermore, a state-of-the-art fusion
algorithm, i.e., Robust Late Fusion (RLF) [33], is used to attain
detection scores with both the DCNN and semantic features;
our previous method (GMMC) as presented in [7] leverages
the semantic and DCNN features simultaneously. Correspondingly, the newly proposed method in this paper, namely SFLR,
is applied using both DCNN and semantic features to get the
detection results.
There are two types of parameters. The first one is the size of
the decisive attribute set, i.e., k. We observe that the performance
is usually good when it is 8 to 15, though there is variation,
so we empirically set it as 10 in the experiment. The second
type includes the regularization parameters. We tune them from
{0.001, 0.1, 10, 1000} for all the algorithms and report the best
result for each algorithm.
We perform complex event detection on two scenarios in
TRECVID MED challenge. One is EK100, for which all the
100 positive examples and 5002 negative examples of each event
are used for training. The other one is EK10, for which only 10
positive examples as specified and 5002 negative examples of
each event are used for training.
C. Complex Event Detection Results
All the detection results using different features are listed in
Table I. It can be seen that our proposed method SFLR is the
most robust algorithm. The other three algorithms are similarly
competitive while GMMC has slight advantage over all. We also
notice that using semantic attribute representation alone is limited for performance, which indicates that the DCNN features
are indeed more discriminative for complex event detection.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF EK100 AND EK10 DETECTION RESULTS. THE BEST RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD
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parameters is shown in Fig. 7 using Bike trick as an example. The
results are obtained by fixing one parameter while varying the
other two. From Fig. 7 we notice that the performance changes
corresponding to different combinations of the regularization
parameters, which is presumably related to the trait of the data.
On our experimental event, better results are generally obtained
when α, β and γ vary from 0.1 to 10.
E. Using Near-Miss Videos

Fig. 6.

Running time comparison.

We summarize our observations as follows: 1) Using pool5
combined with semantic features, SFLR gets the best detection performance on 16 events for EK100 and on 17 events for
EK10; SVM, RFL and GMMC obtain similar competitive performance; SFLR attains the highest MAP over all the 20 events
for both EK100 and EK10; the advantage of SFLR over other
algorithms is more visible for EK10. 2) Using fc6 combined
with semantic features, SFLR gets the best detection performance on 16 events for EK100 and on 17 events for EK10;
SVM, RLF and GMMC are comparable; SFLR attains the highest MAP over all the 20 events for both EK100 and EK10 with
visible improvement over the comparison algorithms. 3) Using
fc7 combined with semantic features, SFLR gets the best detection performance on 18 events for EK100 and on 17 events for
EK10; GMMC is generally the second best algorithm; RLF also
achieves good performance; SFLR attains the highest MAP over
all the 20 events for both EK100 and EK10 and the advantage
over other algorithms is promising. 4) Using semantic attribute
representation alone is generally disadvantageous. 5) Considering the overall MAP, the best result is attained by our method using pool5 combined with semantic features for EK100 whereas
our method using fc6 combined with semantic features gets the
best results for EK10. For other algorithms, pool5 shows better
performance than fc6 and fc7 when combined with semantic
features in general. 6) SFLR could further boost the performance over GMMC and RLF since it sophisticatedly learns
from negative examples by extracting fine-grained information
from them. In this way, we could attain more discriminating
informative cues from the training samples, thus resulting in a
more robust event detector. The complex event detection results
have validated the effectiveness of our approach of utilizing
negative examples in a delicate way.
We additionally test the computation efficiency of SFLR and
GMMC to see how the new version improves over the old one. It
turns out that SFLR is 4.5 times faster than GMMC to train the
models. To better visualize the advantage of the new method, we
show the running time comparison using the first three events as
examples in Fig. 6. The result verifies that the newly proposed
approach is also more preferable than the old one for efficiency.
D. Parameter Sensitivity
Our algorithm has three regularization parameters denoted
as α, β and γ in (2). The performance variance w.r.t. the

In TRECVID MED, NIST also provides a set of training
samples called near-miss videos in the training set, which is
similar to the problem focused in this paper. The difference is
that these videos are pre-defined whereas we aim to uncover
such characteristic of negative videos in a statistical way. It is
interesting to see the performance when near-miss videos are
included. We use the near-miss videos in the same way as in
[34] for all the comparison algorithms and show the results in
Table II. It can be seen that all the algorithms benefit from
the exploitation of near-miss videos. However, if we compare
Tables I and II, we can see that our method SFLR without nearmiss videos still outperforms SVM using near-miss videos. This
indicates that our method is effective in mining the negative
examples in a statistical way, compared to which SVM using
near-miss videos is less robust and needs more manual effort
(i.e., pre-define the near-miss videos).
F. Without Fine-Grained Labels?
In this subsection, we investigate the performance change
when the fine-grained labels are not utilized. That being said,
all the negative examples are labeled as 0, which is the traditional way of handling negative examples. Our algorithm is
equivalent to the ridge regression model in this scenario. We
perform this experiments based on all the three types of DCNN
features combined with semantic features. The experimental results on EK100 under the same parameter setting are displayed
in Fig. 8 in comparison with the results obtained by exploiting
fine-grained labels. It can be seen that using fine-grained labels
clearly contributes to the performance gain with different features. We have similar observation on EK10. This experiment
validates that the proposed fine-grained labeling is helpful for
complex event detection.
G. Examples of Decisive Attributes
In Fig. 9, we show some of the most decisive attributes selected by our method on a few events. We discuss our observations based on each exemplar event. Intuitively, the actions for
Bike trick is fundamental for effective detection. Some attributes
such as “dirt jumping”, “bike”, “biking acrobatics” selected by
our method are all highly related to this event. They are mostly
trained from the sports datasets. For Rock climbing, we see that
“sport climbing”, “rock climbing”, “person climbing vertically”
are top attributes which are quite reasonable. Similarly, these attributes are also trained from sports datasets. In contrast, Town
hall meeting is an event with much fewer visible actions. Our
method selected “cheering”, “talking”, “speech”, “conference
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Performance variation w.r.t. α, β, and γ on Bike trick. (a) α & β. (b) α & γ. (c) β & γ.

Fig. 7.

TABLE II
MAP COMPARISON OF EK100 AND EK10 DETECTION WITH NEAR-MISS VIDEOS
10Ex

100Ex

SVM

RLF

GMMC

SFLR

Feature

SVM

RLF

GMMC

SFLR

0.251
0.232
0.238
0.153

0.259
0.244
0.249
–

0.268
0.249
0.258
–

0.284
0.291
0.284
–

pool5+semantic
fc6+semantic
fc7+semantic
semantic

0.361
0.338
0.339
0.258

0.385
0.346
0.362
–

0.374
0.352
0.369
–

0.397
0.383
0.378
–

Fig. 8. Performance comparison of EK100 between leveraging fine-grained labels and not leveraging them. Judged by the t-test, using fine-grained labels is
significantly better than not using them.

Fig. 9.

Examples of some of the most decisive attributes selected by our method.

room” and “group of people” as the decisive attributes. These
attributes well characterize this event and the action attributes
are trained from YFCC whereas the object attributes are trained
from SIN which is a dataset of many static concepts. These
examples show that our method is fairly reasonable.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the exploration on adaptively assigning fine-grained labels to negative videos to better
characterize their properties. As a result, more useful informative cues can be obtained, which are incorporated into the

MA et al.: THE MANY SHADES OF NEGATIVITY

classifier learning for complex event detection. Our approach is
summarized by the following steps: attribute representation using multiple video sources; indicative attributes selection; evaluation of “negativity”, and joint optimization of fine-grained
labels and event detector learning. In this way, we have added
useful knowledge from the fine-grained labels to the classification. A constraint has also been introduced to keep the labels of positive examples unchanged during the optimization.
We have conducted experiments on the challenging TRECVID
MED 2014 dataset using the state-of-the-art DCNN features.
The comparison with several approaches has shown the effectiveness of our method. We should point out that our method
depends on attribute representation but current attribute detectors are not yet reliable, which could restrain the performance of
our method. Should we develop more accurate attribute detectors in the future, better complex event detection performance
can be expected.
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